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Chairman's Brood Box
Tony Lindsell

It is already August, our Summer break
is over and once again the weather has
had a big influence on the wellbeing of
our bees: this year we had the experience
of a long spell of cold and wet weather at
the end May and start of June, followed
by beautiful sunny days into July. During
that cold spell it was really surprising to
me how quickly a thriving hive of bees
was able to reduce their stores of honey
to starvation levels. Fortunately my hives
survived without additional feeding, but it
was very close. I hope you’ve managed to
get yours through that period as well.

Our Chairman helping out on the
Taste of Honey Stand at Devon County Show

In my June Broodbox I was too late to offer my congratulations to our County Show
Team for their success at the Devon Show but I do so now. Liz Westcott, Stephen Ide
and Harriet Brooks Brownlie, together with a team of enthusiastic volunteers, have
worked very hard over the year and were duly rewarded with a Silver Award in the
Features Section. Many Branches will now be involved with their local shows and I
wish them well. For me, shows are a great way of informing and educating the public
about honey bees and their importance to our environment. I thoroughly enjoy being
involved and if you haven’t volunteered for your own branch yet, do so this year; you
will really enjoy it.
I have some good news in our fight against the Asian hornet: the DBKA has
received a donation of £2,500 from the Foxglove Charitable Trust to be used solely
for the purpose of preventing or containing the Asian hornet. Rather worryingly, as I
write this we have just had confirmation of the first sighting in the UK this year. It is
interesting to note it was reported by a member of the public, and at the same time
John De Carteret of Jersey Beekeepers says that 95% of their reported sightings
come from the public. Simon O’Sullivan, our Devon Asian Hornet Action Teams Coordinator, has already identified that we need to better inform the general public and
so he has organised leaflets and cards that can be distributed around the county.
You, as a beekeeper, can really help as well: firstly make sure you can identify an
Asian hornet from a European hornet or very similar insects, then start talking to
friends, family and work colleagues. Let them know how serious it would be if the
Asian hornet got established in the UK and how they can help by being vigilant and
reporting any suspicious insects looking like an Asian hornet that they spot.
Whilst talking about threats to our bees, you may have seen the BBKA note about
the recurrence of the small hive beetle in Sicily and warning beekeepers to be careful
where they import their queens and colonies from. This is something that the DBKA
has been pressing the BBKA on for several years and shows how right we were to
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bring those propositions to the ADM a few years ago. We can never relax about the
potential risks of importing diseases and pests when we import single or packages of
bees.

Once again another year is flying by and we will soon be preparing our bees for
winter. It also means the end of another DBKA year as we start preparing for the
next Devon Beekeepers’ Day, which includes the AGM, on the 14 December. North
Devon Branch are the hosts this year and they are working very enthusiastically to
ensure an interesting and varied day. At this AGM there will be some changes to
Officers as both Chairman and President are not able to stay in their posts for longer
than 3 years. This means that both Christopher Smith and I can no longer stand for
re-election. The consequence of this is that we are looking for new blood to take on
some roles and, in particular, we would like to hear from any member who would be
interested in the Vice-Chair role. A summary of the role can be found in the Members’
Section of our website. Over the last few years it has become normal practice for
our retiring Chairman to then take on the role of President for 3 years. I see the
President’s role as an honour (although it does fulfil a technical role as well) and I
think that others in the DBKA may deserve it as much as or more than the Chairman.
I would be happy and honoured to take on the role for a year but wonder if there are
any members you know who also would fit the role - let us know if you do.
To finish on a positive note, although I can’t tell you the details at the moment, I am
very happy to report that the President’s Fund which was set up to enable the DBKA
to support other bodies engaged in valuable work to support the honey bee, has now
had its first request for funds. I’m sure more will be revealed shortly.
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Devon County Show
Liz Westcott

If you want to know how many talented beekeepers there are in Devon then
come to Devon County Show! Certainly, at our Devon Honey Show the standard of
produce and workmanship was outstanding.
The Honey Show Committee, who work
hard all year to bring you the Bees and
Honey feature, were delighted with the
response from Devon beekeepers and it
made all our work worthwhile.
The number of entries and the quality of
all the products of the hive were first class.
Of course, the downside to this is that it
makes it much harder to win!
Many of the classes had a dozen entries,
all excellent. The judges beavered away
well into the afternoon and finally prizes
were awarded and trophies allocated. If
you entered this year and were unlucky
enough not to have your talents recognised,
The judging gets underway
please do not be despondent. Look on it as
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a learning curve. Reflect on your methods and see if you can improve for next year.
(Hint: a 200-micron sieve is useful for filtering Show honey.)
In January, 2019 the Show Committee invited representatives from the various
Branches around the County to attend a meeting and to tell us what they would
like from their County Honey Show. In response to this we introduced several new
Classes: a decorated wheelbarrow, a flavoured mead class and beeswax food wraps.
We also introduced a Gourmet Honey Class where the public paid £1 to taste and
vote for the tastiest honey. We had a decorated cake competition which was voted
for by the public with no charge but the cakes were auctioned at the end of the Show.
As a result of these extra classes
and, possibly, because we also
decided to accept entries on Thursday
morning, the number of entries rose
by one-third, from 280 in 2018 to 420
in 2019.
There were four entries in the
Stevenson’s Trophy Class which
aims at encouraging an informative,
educational and interactive display
about bees or beekeeping to
engage members of the public. It is
intended to be a group activity for the
Branches to encourage co-operation
Some of the honey on display
and team work. Okehampton won
with an excellent display (who can resist a water pistol?) about pesticides and how
impossible it is to avoid damaging the wider insect population when pesticides and
insecticides are used.
If your Branch would like to enter in 2020, it isn’t too early to be thinking about your
theme and to get four or so people involved. It really is too much work for one person
but a very pleasant activity through the winter months for a team of imaginative and
creative friends.
Thank you, Okehampton,
Tiverton, Newton Abbot and
Torbay for your dedication and
hard work.
Spacewise, in our marquee,
we need to have a little flexibility
because we never know how
many Stevenson Trophy entries
there will be. We could probably
accommodate six but as there
were four this year we had a
little bit of breathing space. We
noticed that there is a shortage of
Public Seating
comfortable places for the public
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to sit around the showground, and
as we had that space available to
us, we made a comfortable seating
area. It was edged with plants, the
trellis had bee poems and there were
several chairs which proved very
popular with the weary public. In
fact, the judges did ask if it was an
additional Stevenson Trophy entry!
However, a couple of beekeepers
from Dorset Agricultural Show were
obviously impressed and took photos
of the seating area, poems and all
This year there were many bottles of mead
our new classes, to take back to their
and lots of candles to admire
Honey Show Committee and intend to
introduce them in September when they hold their County Honey show in Dorchester.
Torbay and Tiverton put in a pleasing number of entries across the competition and
vied for the coveted Association Trophy (awarded to the Branch that attains the most
points across the Honey Show). Torbay just pipped Tiverton at the post and won it
for the first time ever.
The Blue Ribbon was won for Class 14, the Composite Class, by Mr John Roberts.
The tent looked colourful and bright with the competition entry wheelbarrows full
of flowers, and there were also several
entries in the Flower Arrangement Class.
We thought we might try decorated
Wellington boots next year .
www.thebeeshop.co.uk
The Cookery Classes were particularly
well subscribed with a dozen entries in
each class. We introduced a new class of
Quality Beekeeper
Chutney, to be judged in conjunction with
Clothing
Quicke’s Mature Cheddar Cheese, which
was also popular.
At Affordable Prices
The Wax section was a delight - plenty
of entries and beautiful wax. This year we
Full Suits,
had several beekeepers from Cornwall
putting their entries into our Show. They
Smocks, Bee Vests &
are a real force to be reckoned with - high
standards and lots of entries.
Veils
Everyone having worked so hard,
Full Adult Beekeeper Suit
we were overjoyed, therefore, for the
from £52 (free postage)
Bees and Honey Feature to be awarded
the Silver Medal for the Best Feature
Tent. (Gold went to the Children’s Farm
Email:
Feature).
michaeljohnduckett@gmail.com
Thank you to all those who came and
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stewarded. We couldn’t put on the
Show without you. We offered the
usual morning and afternoon shifts,
but also introduced a midday shift
from 10 am until 4 pm with half
an hour for lunch. This made for
a smoother lunchtime transition
period and was a great help
planning with lunchtime changeovers.
Honey Sales did particularly
well and we sold out of honey on
Saturday afternoon. Thank you to
all the beekeepers who sent in their The photographic class Subjects of interest to beekeepers
made a colourful display
honey and products of the hive for
sale. Beeswax, polish and honey fudge also sold well.
Donating honey to the Taste of Honey stall is an excellent way to get your honey
tasted and then sold. Associations and individual beekeepers were very generous
with their donations of honey to the stall this year which helps us tremendously whilst
helping to sell your honey. Forty-two and a half pounds were received this year
compared to 23 pounds last year and 18 pounds the year before. Thank you very
much, Branches and individual beekeepers alike. The Show is there to support your
Branch by advertising your courses and activities and it is very much appreciated
when you, in turn, support us.
Candle Rolling was very busy this year, particularly on the Thursday and Friday.
For the first year schools were offered advanced group sales of candle rolling and
several took this up. This was in response to children being limited in how much
money they can bring to the Show - having prepaid for an activity they don’t have to
worry about bringing money to pay for
it on the day.
The Information Stand was
popular although, as always, getting
information from the Branches with
regard to meetings and courses was
not always successful.
The AHAT stand worked well, was
well staffed and always busy - the
public are forever interested in foreign
invasive species.
The Devon County Show website
which handles the online entries was
made easier to use this year which I
very much appreciated when I put in
my entries. However, at our end, when
Newton Abbot Beekeepers' Stevenson Trophy Entry we receive notification of entries, there
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is still more work to be done so hopefully we can complete that before next year’s
Show.
I would like to register my thanks to the Honey Show Committee and the many
people who work so hard to ensure that a good quality Show is enjoyed by
beekeepers and public alike. It really is a team effort and it is so apparent how many
talented people we have in Devon and how generous they are with their time and
efforts.
On the whole I felt that the Show went well and I think I might just do it again next
year.
Trophy Winners this year were:
The Blue Ribbon of the BBKA & National Honey Show, the Blackmore Trophy and the
DCAA Award Card for the exhibit judged to be the highest grade in the Show: John
Roberts
The Divisional Cup to the Branch of the DBKA gaining the most points overall: 1)
Torquay 2) North Devon 3) Tiverton
The County Trophy to the Competitor gaining the highest aggregate of points overall:
Brahim Meraga
The Croyde Cup to the winner of the Light Honey Class: Daniel Woodward
The Langdon Beeswax Trophy: Liz Westcott
The Brimacombe Memorial Challenge Bowl: Brahim Meraga
The Stratton Rose Bowl for Cookery: Liz Westcott

FOR ALL YOUR BEEKEEPING NEEDS

ADAMS

homehardware
At 164 Fore Street, Exeter

Top quality equipment
Hives, frames, foundations and tools.

Main agents for E.H.THORNE
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

For personal service ring 01392 272877 : Email adamsofcrediton@btinternet.com
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The Barnstaple Bowl: Brahim Meraga
The Joint Members' Trophy for the joint members gaining the most points overall:
Chris and Lilah Killock
The Basil Salter Testimonial Trophy: John Roberts
The Frank Alson Perpetual Trophy: Brian Sharp
The National Honey Show Award Card for Novice Classes: Rebecca Beveridge
Stevenson Trophy: 1) Okehampton 2) Tiverton 3) Newton Abbot
Decorative Cake: Rebecca Beveridge
Gourmet Honey: Robert Blackmore

Devon County Show Honey Sales

Jack Mummery - Honey Sales Coordinator
I would like to personally take this opportunity to thank
all the stewards and bee product suppliers who made the
Honey Sales so successful this year.
For the first time in the last ten years we completely sold
out of all honey! We took a total of £6,259 over the three
days.
The sales team sold 728 jars of honey including 471
one pound jars, 92 packs of cut comb, 6 sections, plus the
usual marmalade, polish, fudge and cosmetics.
Thanks once again to all, for helping to make the show
such a great success.

Axevale Show
Nicky Langley

East Devon Beekeepers added another event to their busy annual schedule with
the Axevale Show, just outside Axminster, in June this year. This was a first for
EDBK and was quite successful drawing
in both old and new potential beekeepers
to chat with the club volunteers about the
exhibits on display.
The bees themselves called early doors
though, as the temperature and humidity on
Day Two of the Show got such that the only
recourse was a quick ride back over the road
to Hunthay Apiary and a welcome release
back into their hive.
Many thanks to all the volunteers who
make it all possible, and well done to all
members of the public who found the queen! The Hunthay Apiary, or "Why it is a good idea
for a Beekeeper to drive a van"
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River Cottage Food Fair
Mary Boulton

A regular event in the East Devon Beekeepers Association (EDBK) calendar is the
River Cottage Food Fair, at Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall's farm in Axminster - usually
held in May each summer. This year the EDBK had a great time and was really busy
over both days from around 10.30 am
to 4 pm, both with the exhibition hive
and the candle rolling.
It wasn’t just the children that enjoyed
the candle rolling. Many adults were
intrigued with how it was done. All
who took part took great pleasure
in choosing the colours and having
something to take away that they had
made themselves.
With regard to the exhibition hive,
again the visiting children were
spellbound and very eager to see
Down on the Farm
the queen. Once found, the questions
started! Why only one queen? What happens when she dies? Why does she have a
yellow spot on her?
Then they spend their time finding the honey, pollen, sealed brood, larvae and
sometimes the eggs. Just like a fully-fledged beekeeper!
The adults' questions were more diverse and penetrating, for instance: I have a
swarm in my loft. What can I do about it?
Many swarms weren’t honey bees but the usual bumbles, mason bees or other
solitary bees. Most people didn’t realise there were so many different species of bees
in the UK. I thought a bee was a bee!
Several people made sure they knew
the difference between a European
hornet and an Asian hornet, although
they were generally unaware why we
are so intent in keeping Asian hornets
out of the country.
We had several enquiries about the
EDBK beekeeping course, which is
encouraging. And even those who live
far away were pointed towards visiting
the BBKA website to find the nearest
group to them.
In the Bee Tent, staffed by EDBK Volunteers

All in all, a tiring, but enjoyable day!
All photos by Janet Harvell
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Ernesettle Community School Science Prize
Terry McAuliffe, Plymouth Branch

Plymouth Branch Committee sponsored an annual
Science Prize for the two pupils at Ernesettle Community
School, Plymouth, who show the most enthusiasm for
science and environmental studies. The prize consisted
of:
• A visit (accompanied by a teacher) to one of Valerie
and Terry McAuliffe’s apiaries to take part in a
colony inspection
• A specially-designed certificate
• A DBKA (Plymouth Branch) mug
• And of course, an afternoon off school to enjoy the
prize!
This year, the head teacher selected two Year 6
pupils, Esme Morgan and Jack Jones. Esme and Jack
arrived at our house along with teacher Miss Sarah
Jewell on Wednesday 12 June. The weather had been
very poor on the Monday and Tuesday, so we were
lucky to find a fine window between the showers.
Esme, Jack and Miss Jewell all donned bee suits and
we set off for the apiary. After a safety briefing, I lit the
smoker and opened the first colony. Neither Esme
nor Jack had been to an apiary before but they were
both very brave and even handled the frames. They
were completely calm as they helped with the colony
inspection and would quite clearly make competent
beekeepers in the future.
After the apiary visit, the school party returned to our house for lemonade and
biscuits followed by presentation of
their certificates and Plymouth Branch
mugs.
Following the event, head teacher
Aaron Meredith wrote:
What an amazing experience for any
child (or adult!) I think you have clearly
inspired two future beekeepers. If we
are able to make this an annual event,
we would be extremely grateful; we
pride ourselves on providing fantastic
experiences for the children, but I think
this one takes the biscuit!
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Asian Hornet Trapping: Low-Cost Hive Floor Solution
Colin Osborne

Introduction
Last December at the East Devon Branch we had an evening when the beekeepers
exhibited their “inventions”. There was a lot of interest in my solution for Asian hornet
protection at our hives. The summer is a good time to install this protection against
the autumn invasion. I modified some floors in July 2018, and found the modified
floors very good protection from wasps. There were also a few robbing bees in each
trap.
Last year when my wife and I were in France, we saw several Asian hornets and
indeed one flew into our campervan. It was easily swatted and I brought it home in a
matchbox and showed it at an East Devon Committee meeting, after which it became
lost in the clubhouse (still in the box!). The general attitude I noted is that French
beekeepers have a laissez-faire attitude towards Asian hornets and regard them as
just another pest; they prefer to use large box traps well away from their apiaries.
They say that the number of deaths attributable to Asian hornet (AH) stings does not
significantly change the total numbers of people who die from insect stings.
The Solution
To fit out an apiary with Apishield AH floors is not just expensive but they are also
too weak to take the weight of a full brood and supers. A further disadvantage is that
the red plastic cones melt if a flame comes anywhere near them. The covered drawer
on the Apishield floor does allow an inspection of the contents before it is opened,
but in practice, based on a weekly check, I have found most of the contents to be
dead anyway. It is unfortunate that a few friendly insects may become trapped, but to
my mind, the cost of a few innocents are worth the dispatch of these killers. People
who say we should live trap and release the innocent are, in my opinion, not being
realistic. These guys aren’t innocent; they are trying to get into your hive. Are you
visiting your traps twice every day? Asian hornets are killing people in France, so
they are not nice at all. Therefore a less expensive modification to the existing floors
must be welcome.
Some of the recent ideas for trapping Asian hornets are ingenious. Sound waves
(closer to B25 bombers rather than bee Spitfires), electronic measurements, etc,
are OK, but impractical for most beekeepers and far too technical and expensive. A
cheap, practical method that works from dawn to dusk, that traps any AHs that have
been visiting is what most of us need. Anyone who has watched wasps attack a hive
has noticed they always go around the back and underneath, rather than brave the
guard bees.
This AH trap solution costs pennies and allows you to modify the existing floors
using tubes made of scrap floor mesh. The idea is to make a trap out of the existing
mesh floor and the monitoring board. It is not too difficult making these modifications;
indeed by carrying the necessary tools and parts the work can be done in the apiary.
A battery drill, small saw, hammer, some frame nails and a ruler will sort it out. Local
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associations might buy a few sheets of mesh then sell strips or even formed tubes to
the members. As there are so many floor designs, the solutions might differ from my
description, but the idea can usually be adopted easily.

The AH entrances we drill should be towards the rear sides or back of the hives.
We need enough space below the mesh floor and above the monitoring board. It may
be that the level of the monitoring board needs to be lowered - but more on that later.
There are several good reasons for using mesh over solid tubes; being easy to fit and
able to spring into the hole are good ones. Secondly the pheromones waft out the
holes more easily, and then the sharp points on the end and the distance above to
the fresh air makes it difficult for the hornet to find its way back out. Finally, they won’t
melt when you sterilise the floor.
The mesh I use is the strips left over after making my own floors (stainless steel,
8 wires/inch with 24SWG (0.5mm) wire). The mesh is cut with tin-snips and formed
around a 5/16” (8mm) drill shank, but any round bar or wooden dowel of similar
diameter would do. Once you have rolled the first and cut it so there is no gap at the
joint, count the mesh to get the right size for the others. My tubes are 1.5” (38mm)
long and 9 mesh holes round.

NB: When housing a new or recently moved colony, cover the holes for
a minimum of three days until your bees get used to the front entrance.
Sticky tape can ably do that job.
Judge the line for the holes by looking into the rear of the floor, with the centres
halfway between the floor mesh and the final monitoring board position. A marking
gauge comes in handy to draw a centre line.
Drill holes 7/16” (11mm) diameter, with 3 or 4 down each side. Placing the holes
1½” (40mm) apart towards the rear, away from the entrance. Into each hole, push a
tube of mesh so that it protrudes about the length of a wasp. If the tube is loose, just
spring it open a bit so that when you push it in, it grips. You could seal it in with some
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grab adhesive, but I have not found that necessary myself.
Now for the monitoring board. If the runners for the board on the inside of the floor
frame are mounted too high, they could be moved lower. But if the nails holding the
runners are well rusted and the plastic has gone brittle, it will be quicker to leave it
in place and fit a new runner. The worst scenario is if the monitoring board runs in
slots cut into the walls that are too high. Then the only solution is to cut the board
smaller and nail on some new runners. Alternatively nail on some hardwood battens
wider than the floor walls so that a ledge is formed for the monitor board to run on as
in the sketch above. A 15mm angle
moulding 2400mm long is available
from hardware stores (e.g., B&Q). I
suggest that you cut lengths to suit
your floors (often 17”) and drill small
holes for the nails so that they are
fitted more easily - nailing them with
standard frame nails.
In all cases, at the rear of the
floor, the gap between the monitor
board and the underside of the
mesh floor needs to be closed with
a wooden strip to seal the trap. You
will need to measure the height and
width to suit the floor. I nail the strip
to the board, and add a couple of
screws to act as handles.
If all your floors are the same, you
might prepare these in advance,
even putting the mesh tubes in
them instead of at the sides.

Mesh tube samples

The easiest way I have found is to have a spare, modified floor, swop it under a
colony, then modify that floor, repeating the exercise around your apiary. As is often
the case, a second pair of hands is useful, but not essential.
Another useful tip is to cover the monitor board with clingfilm or aluminium foil. This
allows you to collect the contents more easily, is much healthier and also easier to
keep clean.
When you come to service the hive, remember that there may be live hornets,
wasps or robbing bees when you come to open the trap. If there is a hornet, ensure
you identify it. If it is European let go. If Asian, get to the telephone quickly!
There are several AH websites that I have found are worth visiting. You can find
out more here:
https://www.thelocal.fr/20180919/asian-hornets-claim-another-victim-in-france
https://www.connexionfrance.com/French-news/French-beekeeper-s-trap-blockshornet-queens-and-no-other-insects
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Hornet Proofing
Rod Saffery

After reading about French beekeepers'
experiences with the Asian hornet, I have
started to take precautions, adapting my
hives as shown.
As they say, a picture paints a thousand
words ...

Neopoll 1kg
£3.95
1lkg pack
pack -- £3.95
18kg
£66.60
18k box --£66.60
(fondant with pollen)

Apifonda 2.5kg pack - £5.95
12.5kg box - £26.50

ApiInvert 14kg pail - £29.50
(Inverted sugar syrup)

(Plain fondant)

We can also supply all individuals, groups and association with very good rates on bulk
and wholesale purchases & pallet deliveries
10 w/foundation
We specialise
in ASSEMBLED FRAMES Pre-Wired
4F Radial Motorised £598
and ready to use with or without foundation embedded.

£29.70

10 Frames
£14.75

Hives - Extractors - Motor Conversions - Filtration - Pre-Wired Frames - Tools/Sundries - Fondant - Poly Insulated Roofs - Bulk Orders
plus all other beekeeping needs

www.parkbeekeeping.com

02086 949960

info@parkbeekeeping.com

London Est 1985
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The Power of Normal
Jeremy Barnes

We have a young border collie, Seamus, who is a bundle of energy and curiosity,
constantly exploring the world through his nose. He enjoys long walks and
fortunately, as part of the farm, we have a 30-acre field planted with natural grasses,
surrounded by 20 acres of woodlands and bounded by a creek. It’s his playground,
and fortunately he is quick to come when called, even if that means reluctantly
abandoning a fresh pile of deer scat.
Last week he and I walked to the top of the first rise, a place we have been many
times before, and immediately there was a sense that something wasn’t normal. I
don’t pretend to have particularly good eyesight - that ship has long since sailed - nor
do I wear glasses for long distance vision, yet I noticed, some 200 yards away, in
the north-east corner of the field where an old timber road enters the woods, a small
brown object that normally would not be there. That’s all it was - an indistinct brown
blur - which would have remained unnoticed had I been talking on the phone while
taking our walk.
Seamus and I sat down to await developments.
Part of the skill of beekeeping is recognising instinctively when something is not
right with a colony, and that in turn requires knowing what is normal. I vividly recall
some ten years ago when Ross Conrad was staying over with Mary and I before
giving a presentation to our local bee association, a nu-bee came by and joined us
as we opened one of my hives. Ross talked Laura through the inspection and asked
insistently if she was certain that the queen was not on the frame before she put it
back in the brood box. Laura looked, and looked again, virtually scanning every bee,
before confidently asserting that the queen was not on that piece of foundation.
I guess we have all done that at one time. Pulling a frame means looking at a blur
of activity, none of which seems to make sense initially. It’s confusing, intimidating,
a little scary, takes a long time to move through a colony, and even then, we are not
certain what we have seen or whether we have made the right decisions.
Do it often enough and gradually things fall into place. Patterns emerge, images
become typical, our confidence increases, until eventually all of our senses combine
to tell us quickly that all is well with the world. In other words, we recognise what is
normal, and equally important, knowing instinctively when something is amiss.
An analogy would be learning to walk. It’s a trial and error process until eventually
we do it so well, so naturally, that it is instinctive, and we give it no further thought
until we notice someone with an unusual stride, perhaps a limp, or an awkward gait.
Many years ago, Mary and I visited Rory, a nephew of hers, in Vermont, and went for
a hike in some of the lower foothills outside of Stowe. Rory’s girlfriend, Lindsay, had
that unusual ability to appear to tread very lightly on the earth. I have no idea how
that impression was created but, following behind, I was fascinated by the illusion. It
was the diversion from normal that caught my attention.
Honey bees instinctively know what is normal. In the swarming process, for
example, scout bees search for a new home and, on their return, demonstrate the
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success of their search by dancing on the outside of the cluster; the more suitable
the home the longer and more vigorous the dance. This means that each bee has
in her mind an image of what is normal - the volume of the space, the size of the
entrance, the height above the ground, - irrespective of the dimensions of the home
they have recently left. How they develop this ideal is one of the many things that is
awe-inspiring about bees, together with how they know when the moisture content of
nectar is such that it can be capped, or the long term planning needed to collect and
store nectar for the survival of a future generation, or their interpretation, in the dark,
of the meanings of a waggle dance.
And what of the brown blur that had originally attracted my attention? After a short
while it trotted into the woods, sporting the distinctive tail of a red fox. I guess that to
him, Seamus and I stuck out as not normal … And it was a ‘he’ - my eyesight is not
that bad!

Module Exam Successes
Congratulations to the following members who were successful in passing the
BBKA Module exams in March:
Module 1: Zara Svensson (North Devon); Colin Wood** (North Devon)
Module 3: Katherine Gibbon (North Devon)
Module 7: Annette Quartly* (Totnes & Kingsbridge)
Module 8: Helen Tworkowski* (Tavistock)
As a result of passing all the modules, Helen Tworkowski has achieved her
Advanced Theory Certificate with Credit.
* With Credit **With Distinction
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Warning: Badly-Designed Queen Catchers
Terry McAuliffe

A few weeks ago, Valerie and I had a ‘near miss’ when, during a colony inspection,
we caught our queen in a standard clear plastic queen catcher and put her down on
top of the stack of supers. While going through the brood box, we turned around and
noticed that our queen had managed to get out. Why? Because the spring had gone
and we hadn’t noticed; so lesson one was check the spring.
Fortunately, I had put the queen excluder on top
of the stack of supers, so the queen was easily
recovered and returned to her brood. However,
as a result of this experience, we decided to go
for something a little more durable and we bought
a stainless steel queen catcher as shown in the
picture on the right. We used it the first time without
a problem, but while going through a colony in our
second apiary one morning, everything went pearshaped.

Stainless Steel Queen Catcher

I caught the queen in the new catcher and rested
her on the stack of supers as normal and carried on with the inspection. On finishing,
I picked up the queen catcher to reintroduce her, only to find her head and thorax
poking out through one of the holes; her abdomen was too big to follow so she was
trapped. Despite all our efforts, we could not get her “into reverse”. The more we
tried to persuade her to go back, the more she struggled. Trying to pull her back
would have meant handling her by the abdomen with considerable pressure so that
was out of the question. After several minutes of trying we had run out of options, so
I killed her as quickly as I could. So, thanks to an appalling piece of design (and our
lack of foresight) we now had a queenless colony. We could only hope that the bees
could successfully replace her.
You might ask why we bothered to catch the queen at all. The answer is that we
recently attended a presentation from a master beekeeper who advised that this was
good practice as it reduced the risk of harming the queen during colony manipulation;
especially with double brood, which was the case with our colony that morning. The
advice might have been well-intentioned, but we will be reverting to our old method of
leaving the queen on the frame in future and just being extra careful!
My question is: Who is the genius who designed these queen catchers with
ventilation holes of sufficient diameter to allow a queen to get her head and thorax
through? I would have some choice words to say to them if I could find out. It would
have been so easy to reduce the diameter of the holes and increase the number, so
why, why, why didn’t they do it?
These catchers are widely available. My personal advice is to avoid them like the
plague.
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Going With the Flow

My Journey as a Novice Beekeeper with a Flowhive
Andy Bullen
Part One: How it all started
I’m a novice beekeeper with a Flowhive. I know what you’re thinking: why a
Flowhive? Why not a tried and trusted option, like a National or Commercial? I’ve
been asked this question a few times and then I was asked
if I’d like to explain it to a larger audience, which is why I’m
writing this series of articles for you.
It all links back to what inspired me to become a
beekeeper in the first place. For some years I’d had an idea
that I’d like to keep bees but I’d never taken the thought
any further. There seemed something quite special in
helping out a species under threat and maybe getting some
honey in return, but to me - not even a novice at the time
- beekeeping looked a very complicated situation that was
best left to people who knew what they were doing.
The BeeInventive Pty Ltd
I’m very glad though that, sometime in 2015, I came across
Flowhive
the advertisement on YouTube to raise crowdfunding finance
for the Flowhive. It was to be a pivotal moment for me. I began to find myself
thinking seriously about keeping bees. The Flowhive made it look so easy to harvest
the honey. Perhaps, with the help of this seemingly effortless contraption, I might be
able to finally get to grips with the art of beekeeping.
My family, however, were a bit concerned about a swarm of bees just appearing
in the garden and with no-one knowing how to deal with them, insisted that I learnt
more about it first. Some time, and a bit of research later, I contacted Liz Westcott
at the Torbay Beekeepers Association and enrolled on their Beginners Course in
January 2018.
Every other Monday, my fellow fledgling beekeepers and I would sit riveted as we
listened to one expert beekeeper after another unveil more and more secrets about
the ancient art of apiculture - plus a lot about the Asian hornet too!
Strangely though, as I learnt all about the different hives, I have to confess that I
began to doubt my original choice of a Flowhive. Every version of beehive has its
merits and every beekeeper has their favourite. I took in all the good points about
each design and I really wasn’t sure which one I would get, if and when I obtained my
bees.
First of all, though, it seemed a good idea to find out if I was actually cut out to
handle bees; and whether they, and I, would enjoy it.
Fortunately, Torbay Beekeepers have an Apiary at Cockington, near Torquay which,
after you’ve completed the Beginners Course, you can visit on Saturday afternoons
throughout the summer to watch and help out. Packed full of hives and buzzing with
bees and experienced beekeepers, this is the perfect place to discover if you really
want to carry on.
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I loved handling the bees as well as seeing the different scenarios each hive
presented us with. I was beginning to find out that not everything with bees goes
according to plan!
It was during this time that I also began to learn about the process of extracting
honey from the frames. After a few enlightening conversations about the time it took
and the mess it could make, my mind was finally made up. I was definitely getting a
Flowhive!
Next month: Ordering Bees and Hive - the Schoolboy Errors.

Jim Sampson: Sixty Years a Beekeeper
Simon O'Sullivan

Most of us take up beekeeping as we mature in age. Not so for Jim Sampson,
who this year has been keeping bees for sixty years and for most of those years
has played a major role in the running of Okehampton Branch. When, as a new
beekeeper, I made my first tentative steps into one of the Branch winter meetings, I
was greeted at the door by Jim. Although we had never met, he was instrumental in
making me feel welcome - a role he still takes seriously, meeting and greeting new
members and making sure no one feels an outsider.
Delving into the dusty Minutes books of years gone
by, the first mention we can find of Jim is in 1963
when he became a member of the Committee. In
1966 he became Secretary. He was Chairman from
1976 until 1982 when he became Treasurer, a role he
continued with until 2014. Finally, from 2005 he has
also been our President.
As such an important member of Oke’ Branch
we couldn’t let Jim’s sixty years of beekeeping go
by without marking it in some way. It was decided
amongst the Committee that we would make a
surprise presentation at our annual dinner, an event
where, as President, he would usually say a few
words. Plans nearly went wrong when we discovered
that Jim had gone off on a mystery coach tour, due
back sometime on the day of the dinner. As he didn’t
know where he was going, he wasn’t sure when
he would return and if he could make the evening.
Jim Sampson and his
specially commissioned
Lots of behind the scenes phone calls were made
Commemorative Plaque
to members of his family and the Committee, but it
wasn’t until the evening of the event that we knew
for sure that Jim would be with us. We caught him completely unaware with the
presentation plaque we had had commissioned by a local artist and potter.
A big thank you to Jim from all those at Okehampton Branch for all the work
you have put in for us over the years and congratulations on your sixty years a
Beekeeper!
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If

Jeremy Barnes
with apologies to Rudyard Kipling.
If you can keep your bees when those about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,
If you can find the queen when others doubt you
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can feed and not get tired of feeding,
Of being stung and not give way to flinching;
Be quick to help and slow to give advice,
And tempted not to look too good nor talk too wise;
If you can dream that next year will be better;
If you can think when looking at a frame;
If you can meet with hornets and varroa
And treat these two vexations just the same;
If you can bear to see a strong hive swarming,
Flying by the trap you carefully set,
And watch the girls you gave your all to, leaving
For nests uncharted and unknown … and yet;
If you can watch a weak hive dwindling
And know it’s going to be a loss,
And grieve and feel your heart strings shrinking,
Yet know the girls are still the final boss;
If you can force your will and nerve and sinew
To serve you, long after all the bees have gone
And hold on when there is nothing in you,
Except the love which says to them Hold on;
If you can talk with groups and keep your virtue
Or raise new queens but keep the common touch;
If neither drones nor workers find rare favour
If all bee species count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving bee house
With sixty thousand bodies having fun,
Yours is the earth and everyone applauds you a beekeeper - when all is said and done.

For Sale
Apivar strips. Expiry date 07/2020. 10 strips (5 hive treatment). Contact Peter Hunt
on 01647 440322, email peter@beesindevon.co.uk. Cost £20.50 excluding postage.
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Diary Dates
Members may attend meetings of any Branch but it’s advisable to telephone the Branch
Secretary first. Contact details are:
East Devon

eastdevonbk.co.uk

01404 841629

Exeter

exeterbeekeepers.org.uk

01392 832956

Holsworthy

holsworthybeekeepers.org.uk

01237 440165

Newton Abbot

nabk.org.uk

07935 041168

North Devon

northdevonbees.org

07791 679283

Okehampton

okehamptonbee.co.uk

01363 82361

Plymouth

plymouthbeekeepers.btck.co.uk

01752 338279

Tavistock

tavistock-beekeepers.org.uk

07946 272516

Tiverton

tivertonbeekeepers.org.uk

01363 860252

Torbay

tbbk.co.uk

01803 844804

Totnes & Kingsbridge

totnesandkingsbridgebeekeepers.com

01803 866028

August

Thu 1

All Day

East Devon/
Exeter

Sat 3

2:00pm

Newton Abbot Apiary Open (Clay Lane Apiary)

Sat 3

2:00pm

Exeter

Honey Supers Varroa Treatments (Exeter Apiary)

Sat 3

2:00pm

Torbay

Apiary Meeting (Cockington, Torquay)

Sun 4

10:00am

Plymouth

Improvers Meeting (Branch Apiary)

Wed 7

10:00am

North Devon

Branch Display (North Devon Show, Umberleigh)

Okehampton

Honey Show (Okehampton Agricultural Show)

Thu 8

Honiton Show: Stewards contact Keith Bone
(Honiton Showground)

Sat 10

2:00pm

Newton Abbot Apiary Open (Clay Lane Apiary)

Sat 10

2:00pm

Torbay

Apiary Meeting (Cockington, Torquay)

Sat 10

2:00pm

Exeter

Public Open Day (Exeter Apiary)

Sat 10

2:30pm

East Devon

Extracting and Preparing Honey (Hunthay Apiary)

Sun 11

10:00am

Plymouth

Beginners Meeting (11) (Branch Apiary)

Fri 16-18 10:00am

North Devon

Branch Display (RHS Rosemoor, Torrington)

Sat 17

2:00pm

Newton Abbot Apiary Open (Clay Lane Apiary)

Sat 17

2:00pm

Exeter

Extracting Honey/Collecting Wax (Exeter Apiary)

Sat 17

2:00pm

Torbay

Apiary Meeting (Cockington, Torquay)

Sun 18

10:00am

Plymouth

Maintenance Morning (Branch Apiary)

Sun18

2.00pm

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

Meet the Bees event for the public
(Branch Apiary)
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Sat 24

2:00pm

Newton Abbot Apiary Open (Clay Lane Apiary)

Sat 24

2:00pm

Torbay

Apiary Meeting (Cockington, Torquay)

Sat 24

2:30pm

Okehampton

Visit to Quantock Division Apiary

Sat 31

2:00pm

Newton Abbot Apiary Open (Clay Lane Apiary)

Sat 31

2:00pm

Torbay

Apiary Meeting (Cockington, Torquay)

Sat 31

2:00pm

Exeter

Preparing for Winer/BBQ (Exeter Apiary)

September
Sun 1

10:00am

Plymouth

Improvers Meeting (Branch Apiary)

Sat 7

All Day

Totnes &
Kingsbridge

Honey Sales Stand at Kingsbridge Show
(Food Tent, Borough Farm, Kingsbridge)

Sat 7

10:00am

North Devon

Branch Honey Show (St John’s Garden Centre,
Barnstaple)

Sat 7

2:30pm

East Devon

Preparing for Winter (Hunthay Apiary)

Sat 7

2:30pm

Okehampton

Apiary Meeting (Sticklepath)

Sun 8

10:00am

Plymouth

Maintenance Morning (Branch Apiary)

Sun 8

11:00am

North Devon

Branch Honey Show (St John’s Garden Centre,
Barnstaple)

South Devon Beekeepers Convention
Sunday 3 November 2019
The Ariel Centre, Totnes TQ9 5JX
Speakers this year include:

Celia Davis, author of The Honey Bee Around and About and
The Honey Bee Inside Out
Francis Ratnieks, Professor of Apiculture at the University of Sussex,
and
Dr Gerry Brierley, an Accidental Apitherapist
For details see www.devonbeekeepers.org.uk

Devon Beekeepers' Day 2019

Saturday 14 December
Stanbury Hall, Petroc College, Old Sticklepath Hill,
Barnstaple EX31 2BQ
DBKA AGM followed by talks by

Daisy Headley of the Bumblebee Conservation Trust and
John De Carteret of Jersey Beekeepers
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You are invited to
National Bee Supplies

Open Day

Saturday 14th September 2019 | 9am – 5pm

We are delighted to welcome beekeepers from near and
far to our annual open day in Okehampton, Devon.

Join us for…
● Exclusive offers across the range
● An introduction to the National Bee Supplies team
● Bargains on cosmetic seconds
● 10% Off ALL Shop Items
● A fantastic selection of plants perfect
for pollinators
…and much more!

To see our full range go to our website:
www.beekeeping.co.uk
or call us on:
0844 326 2010 to order our new catalogue.

Visit our shop: Hameldown House, Hameldown Road, Exeter Road
* See website for full terms and conditions
Industrial Estate, Okehampton, Devon, EX20 1UB

2

Prizewinners at Devon County Show 2019

Daniel Woodward of
Okehampton Branch
receives the
Croyde Cup for the
Light Honey class

Liz Westcott presents
the prize for the
Decorated Cake to
Rebecca Beveridge of
Torbay Branch

John Roberts of
Plymouth Branch
receives the
Blue Ribbon and
Blackmore Trophy from
Chris Utting

Brahim Meraga of
Tiverton Branch with
the County Trophy

Simon O'Sullivan,
Chair of Okehampton,
with the
Stevenson Trophy
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